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MONOGRAMS INVITES TRAVELERS TO HIGHCLERE CASTLE …
THE HOME FEATURED IN “DOWNTON ABBEY”
LITTLETON, Colorado – January 5, 2015 – Just in time for the start of Season 5 of “Downton Abbey,”
Monograms is inviting travelers to enjoy a day in Oxford, Bampton & Highclere Castle: Locations
featured in the popular PBS series. This day-trip will be available to travelers on select Monograms
Packages that feature London between mid-July and mid-September 2015.
Excursion details include:
• Taking a walking tour of Oxford, the city of dreaming spires and one of the world’s greatest and
oldest universities.
•

Visiting Bampton, the village featured in the “Downton Abbey” TV series. Travelers will enjoy
visits to the church, various pubs as well as film sets and locations such as Matthew Crawley’s
mother’s house, the hospital and post office.

•

Touring the public spaces (the main hall, library and sitting rooms, for instance) of Highclere
Castle, where the TV series is filmed. Travelers can also spend time walking through the
parklands or enjoying tea and cakes in one of the castle’s tea rooms.

Working with their travel agent and/or using MyMonograms, travelers can book this new, special
excursion for $200/person.
Early Booking Incentive:
Monograms is offering $500 off per person air-inclusive with Delta / Virgin Atlantic on select London
travel packages. Bookings must be made between January 7 and February 10, 2015. Click here for
details.
###

ABOUT MONOGRAMS
With nearly 40 offices staffed with more than 200 travel experts that extend as far as Asia and as wide as Europe, Monograms has a rich reputation as a company
travelers can depend on to help them simplify travel planning while creating special dream getaways. Monograms affords travelers the power to personalize their
vacation without having to take care of planning details or logistics, thanks to the on-site support of a Local Host. With Monograms, travelers are assured their vacation
details are taken care of, including hotel, transportation, sightseeing and more, so they can simply focus on having fun. Monograms is part of the Globus family of
brands, an award-winning, travel industry leader with more than 85 years of international travel expertise. The Globus family of brands is a member of Sustainable Travel
International (STI).
Consumers can book a Monograms vacation or request brochures by visiting a preferred travel agent or by calling the following toll free number: 1.800.250.7614. For
more information, please visit Monograms.com.

